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 May the words of my mouth and the meditations of our hearts, always 
be acceptable to you, O Lord, our rock and our redeemer. 
 
In our Gospel reading today Jesus asks the rhetorical 
question: “‘With what can we compare the kingdom of 
God…’” (Mk.4.30a) 
 
The parable of the mustard seed is not a particularly 
sophisticated saying; it is, like the subject of the story, a 
humble thing that belies greatness. The mustard seed is the 
tiniest of seeds that can produce a huge plant, one that apart 
from its own abundance can provide sustenance and a 
nurturing shelter for forms of life beyond its own. 
 
But what is a parable? The word comes from the Greek: 
parabole, meaning ‘a thing cast alongside’ – The Greek 
philosopher Aristotle described them as ‘indirect ways of 
proof in oratory’ (‘Rhetoric’ 2.20). 
 
They provide comparisons thru’ hidden, or double 
meanings; they are often deliberately concise, economical in 
the style of storytelling, but for all this, they still provide a 
challenge for interpreters. Parables have no obvious 
religious content, yet they are earthly stories with heavenly 
meaning, the truth about life as divinely revealed. 

Like many parables, the story of the mustard seed speaks of 
something close to human life, something that reflected the 
realities of a Galilean village; something that was 
commonplace, seen everywhere in abundance, something 
that everyone took for granted.   
 
Agricultural imagery, using words like the scattering of 
seed, or sickle & harvest, is a window on Mark’s narrative 
of Jesus’ mission, its enormous failure and eventual success 
- a new world of possibilities. This parable is a signpost to 
the mysterious and wonderful – the miracle of green shoots 
rising from the death and chill of winter, of new life bursting 
forth from the tomb of the earth. Mark’s gospel again: 
 
 ‘And the seed would sprout and grow, he does not know 
how. The earth produces of itself…’ (27b-28a). 
 
But Jesus has chosen the tiniest seed quite deliberately, as 
though he wants us to get over barriers of scale, to stop 
seeing things with our material vision, but try to read 
symbolic significance into the apparently insignificant. The 
18th c. poet William Blake suggests we do the same: 
 

‘To see a world in a grain of sand, 
And a heaven in a wild flower,  

Hold infinity in the palm of your hand, 
 And Eternity in an hour. 

 
And so does Julian of Norwich, the reclusive anchorite from 
the 14th/15th centuries, the first woman writer in English. In 
her ‘Revelations of Divine Love’ she described the Lord 
showing her a vision of the totality of creation: 



 
 ‘…a little thing, the size of a hazel-nut in the palm of my 
hand, and it was as round as a ball. I looked at it with my 
mind’s eye and thought ‘What can this be?’ And the answer 
came to me, ‘It is all that is made.’ I wondered how it could 
last, for it was so small that I thought it might suddenly have 
disappeared. And the answer in my mind was, ‘It lasts and 
will last for ever because God loves it; and everything exists 
in the same way by the love of God.’  
 
I have had the enormous blessing of witnessing something 
miraculous – anyone who’s seen an ultrasound scan of a 
pregnant woman will have had the same experience. I was 
told by the lucky recipients of such a miracle that their baby 
was, at the time their’s was taken, the size of a kidney bean. 
Since then, I’m glad to tell you, the bean increased in size, 
moved through prune size and marrow stage, and popped 
out to become my first grandson. In fact, my son & 
daughter-in-law have recently announced that they are going 
though the process for the 3rd time now so it’s all very 
exciting, and the happy couple are ‘over the moon’ and 
praying like mad that, in those other famous words of Julian 
of Norwich, ‘all will be well’. 
 
In reflecting on this event, and on the parable of the mustard 
seed, I find myself in awe at the almost limitless possibilities 
contained in this and every conception of life, from the 
tiniest amoeba to the miracle that is a human being. But then 
it goes further doesn’t it, for within any newly-conceived 
child, a mind is growing, a mind that could grow to ponder 
the mysteries of life and creation, and then through leaps of 
imagination and faith, begin its approach to divinity.  

 
For let us not forget we are, according to the Psalms: 
‘fearfully and wonderfully made’ (139:14), ‘a little lower 
than God, and crowned… with glory and honour’. 
According to Genesis, from the first moment of our creation 
in God’s image, we were especially blessed (Gen.1:28). But 
in Christ, and with Christ, and through Christ, a new world 
opens up: as we heard Paul tell the Corinthians: ‘So if 
anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: everything old 
has passed away; see, everything has become new!’ (2 Cor. 
5.17) 

 
God talks to us though this new creation, though His Word, 
through the scriptures, through revelation, thru’ wonderful 
people like Julian of Norwich, and through our hearts; every 
day, every hour, every minute, every second, every 
nanosecond, and on into infinity. The tiniest events, the 
tiniest things, can be an insight into the kingdom of heaven. 
We need to tune our minds to hear what God’s saying; there 
are particular ways He chooses to communicate with each of 
us. But His fundamental message is very simple and packed 
with potential, just like the mustard seed – it is, ‘I love you’.  
 
Spoken in the name of the Father, the Son & the Holy Spirit. 
Amen. 
 


